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The University of Hong Kong
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Academic career

2006-
University of Hong Kong, China
Faculty of Social Sciences
Professor
Dean of Social Sciences

1999-2006
City University of Hong Kong, China
Department of Public and Social Administration
Professor (Chair) of Policy Studies
Dean, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences (2004-06)
Head of Department (2002-04)
Acting Head of Department (2000-02)

1996-98
New York University, USA
Robert F Wagner Graduate School of Public Service
Visiting Professor (1997-98)
Fulbright Scholar (1996-97)

1990-99
University of Manchester, UK
Department of Government
Senior Lecturer in European Politics (1997-99)
Lecturer in European Politics (1993-97)
Temporary Lecturer in British Politics (1990-93)

1988-90
University of Kent, UK
Channel Tunnel Research Unit
Politics Research Fellow

Education

1984-89
University of Oxford, UK
DPhil in Politics

1982-84
University of Oxford, UK
MPhil in Politics

1979-82
University of Cambridge, UK
BA/MA in Social and Political Studies
First-class honours
Honorary Senior Scholar
Research

Books
Lam Wai-man, Percy Luen-tim Lui, Wilson Wong and Ian Holliday (eds), Contemporary Hong Kong Politics: Governance in the Post-1997 Era (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2007).


Stuart Ball and Ian Holliday (eds), Mass Conservatism: The Conservatives and the Public since the 1880s (London: Frank Cass, 2002).


Patrick Dunleavy, Andrew Gamble, Ian Holliday and Gillian Peele (eds), Developments in British Politics 4 (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1997).


Patrick Dunleavy, Andrew Gamble, Ian Holliday and Gillian Peele (eds), Developments in British Politics 3 (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1993).


Book chapters

Ruiping Fan and Ian Holliday, ‘Comparative Health System Models in East Asia’, in Gabriel M Leung and John Bacon-Shone (eds), Hong Kong’s Health System: Reflections, Perspectives and Visions (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2006), 95-107.


*Journal articles*


Ian Holliday and Rebecca Kwok, ‘Governance in the Information Age: Building E-government in Hong Kong’, *New Media and Society* 6 (2004), 549-70.


Reports/professional journals

Op-ed journalism


Ian Holliday, ‘Rohingya crisis a part of Myanmar’s ethnic strife’, *South China Morning Post*, February 9, 2009, A11.


Ian Holliday and Diana Tsui, ‘Now, Asia must tackle Myanmar’, *South China Morning Post*, March 1, 2007, A17.


Ian Holliday, ‘Myanmar’s ethnic conundrum’, *South China Morning Post*, March 1, 2006, A15.


Ian Holliday, ‘SAR can afford to help wider world’, *South China Morning Post*, July 16, 2000, 12.

Ian Holliday, ‘SAR lags behind in Web wizardry’, *South China Morning Post*, May 13, 2000, 16.

Non-academic writings


**Editorships**

*Contemporary Politics*
- Re-launch editor, 2007-

*Journal of Asian Public Policy*
- Founding co-editor, 2007-

*Sage Politics Texts*
- Founding editor, 1995-2003

*Party Politics*
- Founding co-editor, 1994-2002

*Developments in British Politics*
- Co-editor, 1991-2002

**Journal editorial boards**

*SSCI*
- *European Union Politics*
- *Pacific Review*
- *Party Politics*
- *Political Studies*
- *Public Administration Review*

*Others*
- *Chinese Public Administration Review*
- *Dhaka University Journal of Development Studies*
- *International Studies Review (Korea)*
- *Policy and Society*
- *Political Insight*
- *Public Management Research (in Chinese)*
- *Revista de Ciencia Política*

**Major international conferences organized**

‘Political Development and New Challenges for International Relations in Southeast Asia’, Yunnan University, July 2009 (co-organized with Li Chenyang).

‘Managing World Cities: Hong Kong – London – New York’, Hong Kong, October 2008 (co-organized with King’s College London, New York University and the Central Policy Unit of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government), keynote addresses by Hong Kong SAR Chief Executive, Mr Donald Tsang, and University of Hong Kong Council Chairman, Dr Victor Fung.

‘Changing Interactions between China and Southeast Asia at the Turn of the 21st Century: With Special Reference to Myanmar’, Xiamen University, May 2008 (co-organized with Kevin Hewison, Liu Hong and Zhuang Guotu).


‘Governance Dilemmas in Asia: Public Action in a Competitive and Insecure World’ (Asian Political and International Studies Association Second Congress), Hong Kong, November 2005 (co-organized with M Ramesh and James Tang).


Research grants (in Hong Kong)

2007-   PI for RGC GRF: HK$561,128
Migration and human security: Myanmar émigrés in Thailand
2003-06   PI for RGC CERG: HK$477,400
Information, Technology and Governance in East Asia
2002-05   PI for CityU SRG: HK$200,000
E-Government in East and South-East Asia
2002-03   Co-I for CityU SMA: HK$35,630
Traditional Medicines in Modern Societies: Comparative Analysis of Mainland China and Hong Kong
2001-05   PI for CityU SRG: HK$500,000
A Comparative Analysis of Core Executives in East and Southeast Asia
2001-04   PI for CityU DAG: HK$96,350
Governance in Post-colonial Hong Kong: The Extent and Limits of SAR Autonomy
2000-04   Co-I for CityU SRG: HK$280,896
Changing Modes of Governance in Hong Kong: A Comparative Analysis of Governing Bodies in Hospitals, Schools and Universities
1999-2003   PI for CityU Start-up Grant: HK$300,000
Health, Politics, and Administrative Practices in Hong Kong

Teaching

The University of Hong Kong
MPhil supervision
Meghan Eberle, ‘Precarity and Social Mobilization among Migrant Workers from Myanmar in Thailand’, awarded 2010

Undergraduate course
Social Innovation Internship: MOEI Programme

City University of Hong Kong
PhD supervision

Postgraduate courses
Comparative Public Policy
Policy Processes and Analysis  
Theory and Methodology in the Social Sciences  
Dissertation Seminars (co-taught)  
Research Methods Workshops (co-taught)  
Residential (co-taught)  

Undergraduate courses  
Information, Technology and Government (co-taught)  
The European Union  
Virtual Ancient Greece (co-taught)  

_The University of Manchester_  
Postgraduate course  
Regions and Regionalism in Western Europe  

Undergraduate courses  
Policy Making in Britain  
Politics of the European Union (co-taught)  
Introduction to West European Politics (co-taught)  
British Cabinet Politics (co-taught)  
Challenges to the Nation State (co-taught)  
History of Political Thought (contributor)  
Modern Political Thought (contributor)  
British Politics  

_New York University_  
Postgraduate courses  
European Union/American Union: Institutional and Policy Development (co-taught)  
Introduction to Public Policy (contributor)  

Undergraduate course  
Politics of Contemporary Spain  

_Administration_  

_The University of Hong Kong_  
University  
Senate, member, 2006-  
Member of numerous additional committees  
Faculty  
Dean, 2006-  
Chair of all major committees  

_City University of Hong Kong_  
University  
Senate, member, 1999-2006  
Member of numerous additional committees  
Faculty  
Dean, 2004-06
Chair/member of all major committees

Department
  Head, 2002-04
  Acting Head, 2000-01
  Associate Head, 1999-2002
  Chair/member of all major committees

The University of Manchester

Faculty
  Faculty Board, member, 1990-99

Department
  Departmental Board, member, 1990-99
  Undergraduate and Examinations Committee, chair, 1997-99
  Graduate School, tutor, 1993-95
  Member of numerous additional committees

Major external

Professional associations
  Asian Political and International Studies Association
    Co-President, 2005-07
    Executive Council, 2002-09
  Hong Kong Political Science Association
    President, 2004-06
    Secretary, 2000-02
    Executive Council, 2000-02; 2004-08
  Policy Studies Organization
    Member, International Advisory Council, 2004-

External examiner
  Lingnan University, 2003-06
  Open University of Hong Kong, 2001-
  London School of Economics and Political Science, 1997-99

Professional evaluation
  University Grants Committee, Hong Kong
    Member, Research Assessment Exercise 2006: Social Sciences Panel